Puppy Purchase Agreement
The following agreement is between Dustin J Ayers, hereafter referred to as “Seller,”
and __________________________________, hereafter referred to as “purchaser.”
In consideration of a purchase of _________Dollars the Seller transfers all rights, privileges and responsibilities associated with the ownership of the male boxer puppy registrable with the American Kennel Club with limited registration. Puppy, will be identified
by attached photo and or AKC serial number. Puppy will also be identified by a subcutaneous RFID microchip.
Deposits required to hold puppy are in the amount of _200_Dollars made on any puppy
are considered non-refundable unless the puppy dies, becomes sick, or exhibits genetic
defect prior to Purchaser receiving the puppy. If the Purchaser reconsiders the purchase
of the puppy after transfer of a deposit, Purchaser will forfeit the deposit amount. The
puppy comes with no health guarantee once picked up. Puppy is considered unaffected
by Degenerative Myelopathy by parentage. Puppy may be a heterozygous carrier of the
mutated SOD1 gene.
Prior to pickup, the puppy will have been vaccinated against Canine Distemper, Adenovirus Type 2 (CAV-2 cross protection CAV-1), Parainfluenza and Parvovirus Vaccine
(MLV).Prior to pickup puppy will also be de-wormed with a broad spectrum de-wormer
or equivalent.
Purchaser agrees to pay the total amount in cash only upon picking up the puppy, puppies are to be considered ready at eight weeks. Puppies will be ready on _________. If
Purchaser picks up the puppy at a later date a fee of $10 per 24 hour day will be levied
for the first week.After a period of one week a fee of $20 per 24 hour day will be levied.
If later pickup is desired it is the responsibility of the Purchaser to inform the Seller prior
to _________.If no contact is made by________ the Seller reserves the right to revoke
the non-refundable deposit of _200_Dollars and the Purchaser relinquishes all claims to
the puppy.
We the undersigned have read understood and agree with the terms of this contract.
________________________________________Purchaser
Date
________________________________________Seller
Date
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